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Date: - April17,2Q1,6
John Netting
Director General of the Europe Business Assembly
Dear Mr. John,

We returned home so complacent and impressed with your fantastic settings, excellent arrangements
and elegant presentations on the ceremonial event that it has become an unforgettable event and we
proudly cherish the moment lifelong.
We must make .a mention here of warm hospitality that we enjoyed and also that of response and
attention of your authorities and personnel that we had during our sojourn over there.
While witnessing the ceremonial event represented by participants from various countries, one is made
compelled to ponder about what amount of time, effort, dedication must have been involved while
studying such a varied sector, that too, of the whole region of Asia Pacific and then making assessment
and coming to the conclusion of declaring the best in each and every sector. Hat-off to the endeavor
undertaken by your good office.
Having so said, we shall be failing in our duty if we here do not recognize and appreciate your team of
experts for their painstaking effort, voracious research and analysis, embracing various socio-economic
parameters in the global scenario over and above the prevailing financial parameters and then making
assessment and analysis thereof and coming to the conclusion to such an accurate rating and declaring

the'Best.'
The job undertaken and accomplished by your good office and experts was so wonderful that it deserves

all t'he appreciation and no amount of appreciation would suffice to give justice to the whole team of
your research scholars,financial experts and analysts who combined together made it possible to
happen and made us all the participants awestruck at the grand success of the event.
We must also admit one more thing that the platform that you made available on the occasion of the
ceremonial event consisting of so many representatives from various countries of multi-dimension
sectors has provided us an access to and a new vista to generate business network amongst the
participants in different countries direct or via your good office.
Lastly, we must frankly admit that our participation in your ceremonial event has become a matter of
pride and honour to our whole bank family and even to our nation also.
Thanking you.
Yours truly,

cb, gNarayan Das

Manandha',-

Chief Executive Officer
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